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An infinite hierarchy of real-time deterministic context free languages is introduced. It 
specializes the hierarchy of all deterministic languages based on the number of accepting 
configurations in deterministic pushdown automata accepting the languages. The recently 
found decision procedure for the equivalence of a real-time strict deterministic language and a 
deterministic language is then used to show that equivalence of two deterministic languages, 
one of which is real-time of finite rank in the hierarchy, is also decidable. It was recently 
shown how to decide whether a deterministic language is real-time strict. This result is used to 
obtain a decision procedure for a deterministic language checking whether it is real-time of 
finite rank, and computing its rank if it is finite. 
Real-time languages form an important subfamily of the deterministic languages. 
They are the languages that may be accepted by deterministic pushdown automata 
that must read an input symbol with each computation step. They contain the classes 
of simple languages [7] and LL(k) languages [lo] that are important in their own 
right. They also contain the real-time strict deterministic languages [4] which are 
those languages that may be accepted by empty store by real-time deterministic 
pushdown automata. 
The real-time strict deterministic languages have recently been the focus of 
attention in the study of equivalence and containment problems. It was shown that 
the equivalence of two deterministic languages, one of which is real-time strict, is 
decidable [8, 111 and that checking whether a given deterministic language is real- 
time strict is also decidable, [9, 61. When the full family of real-time languages is 
considered, these two problems are open. 
In this paper we explore the relation between the real-time and real-time strict 
deterministic languages. We do this by showing an infinite hierarchy of real-time 
deterministic languages based upon the number of accepting conligurations in real- 
time deterministic pushdown automata accepting the languages. This specializes a 
hierarchy for all deterministic languages [5]. Unlike the general case, however, we 
can place a real-time language in its proper place in the hierarchy. Moreover we can 
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do the same for a given deterministic language (or conclude it is not real-time of 
finite rank), using the result of [9, 61 to check whether a deterministic language is 
real-time strict. We can also extend the equivalence result of [S] slightly to produce 
an equivalence test between two deterministic languages, one of which is real-time of 
finite rank. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
We present the basic definitions needed in this paper. 
DEFINITION. A deterministic pushdown automaton (abbreviated DPDA) is a 7- 
tuple 
where Q is a finite nonempty set, C and r are two alphabets qO E Q, 2, E r, F c Q 
and 6 is a partial function 
&Qx.Z,,xl--Qxl-* 
with the property that for any q E Q and Z E r, S(q, A, Z) # 4 implies 6(q, a, Z) = 4 
for all a E E. 
A DPDA is called real-time if for all q E Q and Z E r, S(q, A, Z) = 4. 
Next we must describe how a DPDA moves. 
DEFINITION. LetM=(Q,~,r,&q,,Z,,F)beaDPDAandletY=QxT*.An 
element of Y is called a configuration. 
For each q, q’ E Q, a E z’, , a,B E r* and Z E r we write (q, aZ) * (q’, a/?) if 
and only if 6(q, a, Z) = (q’,/?); read “M moves from configuration (q, aZ) to 
configuration (q’, a/3) while reading a.” M may be omitted whenever understood. We 
extend this by writing 
(i) for all c, c -& c and 
(ii) if c -% cr and c, 2 c, then c 2 c2. 
Sometimes we use the word derivation when referring to a move like c h c’. c, = 
(qO, Z,) is the initial configuration. A configuration (q, y) is said to be reachable if 
there exists some x E EC* such that (qO, Z,) A (q, y). The height of a configuration 
(q, y) is ] y J, the length of y. 
We now endow a DPDA with an ability to define, or accept, certain languages 
over its input alphabet. 
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DEFINITION. Let M = (Q, E, r, 6, q,,, Z,, F). ,For a given K E r* detine the 
language T(M, K) E z* as follows: 
mf,K)= {w~~*I(q,,z,) J% (q, a) for some q E F and a E K}. 
A configuration of the form (q, a), where q E F and a E K is called an accepting 
configuration. 
Two contigurations c and c’ are said to be equivalent (denoted c = c’) if 
{wlcA(q,a)forsomeqEFandaEK} 
= {w ) c’ 3 (q, a) for some q E F and a E K}. 
In particular let 
For i E (0, 1, 2}, let di = (r,(M) ] M is a DPDA}, and A; = {7’,(M) 1 M is a real- 
time DPDA}. By [3] A, is the family of strict deterministic languages, while A, is the 
family of all deterministic languages. A: is the family of real-time strict deterministic 
languages, and AE-the family of real-time languages. A, has been studied in [3,5]. 
A, is important mostly because each L E A, can be mapped into A, by “endmarking,” 
i.e., L E-+ L$. This is not the case for A!, hence results about A! do not yield similar 
results about A:. 
We will also need the following concept from [l]. Also see [5]. 
DEFINITION. A k-tuple L = (L,, L, ,..., LJ of languages is a k-strict deterministic 
language if there exists a DPDA M = (Q, z, r, 6, q,,, Z,, F), F = {f, , fi ,..., fk} and for 
i = 1, 2 ,..., k, 
If Li = 4 then (A, A) is not reachable. If M is real-time then L is said to be real- 
time k-strict deterministic. 
There is a stronger form of prefix-freeness. 
PROPOSITION 1. If L = (L,, L, ,..., LJ is a k-strict deterministic language and 
xEL,,xyEL,,theny=Aandi=j. 
For more details, and a grammar characterization of k-strict deterministic 
languages see [ 11. 
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2. HIERARCHY OF DETERMINISTIC LANGUAGES 
In [S] a hierarchy of deterministic languages is established. The families Yi that 
form the hierarchy, are shown to have the following characterization [ 5, 
Theorem 4.21. 
THEOREM 1 (gj language characterization theorem.) Let L cl E* and j > 1. The 
following four statements are equivalent. 
(a) L is in Gj. 
(b) L is a deterministic context free language and for y, , yz ,..., yj+ , E L there 
exists i, , i,, 1 < i, < i, <j + 1 such that for x E Z+, yi,x E L tf and only ifyizx E L. 
(c) There exists a DPDA A = (Q, C, T, 6, qO, Z,, F), where 1 FI <j and there 
exists Z,E P such that L = T(M, {Z,}) = T(M, P) = {w E C* 1 (qO, Z,) -% (q, Zf) for 
some q E F}. 
(d) There exist j-strict deterministic languages L,, L, ,..., Lj, where Li = 
(Lil 3 Li2>*.., Lii) for i = 0, l,..., j, such that 
L= u LOi, Li,i, “* Lim_,i,* 
ms-1 
I<il,i2....,i,<j 
This theorem generalizes a similar result for CR(O) languages [2]. It turns out that 
@i is exactly the family of LR(0) languages. In particular, part (d) says that an 
LR(0) language L may be written as L = L,L,*, where L,, L, are strict deterministic. 
In [2], this factorization is shown to be unique (except that if L, = 4 then L, = {A } 
will also be a correct choice). 
We now show that the factorization is unique for each j. In case j > 1 any 
permutation of L, ,..., Lj will still satisfy the condition (with components of Lo,..., L, 
permuted accordingly). 
THEOREM 2. Let L E 9Yj for some j > 0, where j is minimal then there are unique 
j-strict deterministic languages L,, L, ,..., Lj, where Li = (Li, ,..., Lij) for i = 0, l,..., j 
such that 
L= u LOi,Lili2 **’ Lim-li, 
my1 
I<i,,i, ,..., i,<j 
(unique up to permutations of 1, 2,..., j and in the case j = 1 up to substituting o and 
{Al in L,,.) 
Proof: The existence of L,,,..., Lj follows from the CGj language characterization 
(Theorem 1). So assume Lh, L; ,..., L; are another collection of such languages. 
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The following notation will be helpful. For each i, 1 < i <j let 
ivi= u Lii2Li2i3 ‘** Li,-li,* 
m>l 
1 <i, ,..., i,<j 
(Note that when m = 1 we get the empty string /i E Ni.) SO L = U 1 <i<j LOiNi, 
similarly for Ni so that L = U I.+Gj L&N;. 
Two claims will establish the result. 
Claim 1. L,=LA. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let xEL,,,GL=tJiL&N,‘. So x=yz, yEL&,, ZEN!, for 
some i,, 1 <i, <j. But LAi2 G L = Ui LOiNi SO y = WI, u E Loi,, u E Ni, 1 < i, <j. 
Now x = u(uz), x E Loi,, u E LoiJ. This implies (by Proposition 1) that vz = II, 
i, = i,. Hence y = x E L&. 
This and the converse (which follows by symmetry) implies that Ui<i<i Loi = 
Ul<i$jL&. 
Now suppose x, y E Loi, such that x E LLiz and y E LAil. For each z E Z* xz E L if 
and only if yz EL (either z E Nil or not). Appealing to Proposition 1 again we see 
that xz E L if and only if z E Ni, and yz E L if and only if z E N!,. If i, # i, then LI, 
and LI, may be “merged” andj decreases, contradicting its minimality. It follows that 
i, = i, . 
This completes the proof of the claim. 
Assume, without loss of generality, that LOi = L& for all i, 1 < i < j. It is also true 
that Ni = N,!, and by minimality ofj all ZVts are distinct. 
Claim 2. If L # U,<i<j LOi then, for all 1 < ii, i, <j Li,i* = Ll,i2. 
Proof of Claim 2. We need to show only one direction. Let y E LiliZ. Let x E LOi,. 
Then xy E LOi,Liliz 5 L so that xy =x/y’ x’ EL&,= Lois, y’ E IV;, for some 
1 < i, <j. Either x is a prefix of x’ or x’ a prefix of x. In any event we must have 
x=x’, y=y’ and i,=i,. Now YEN,‘,, so y=uu, uELlli4, vENi4. Hence xuE 
L&,Lili4 c L so xu = x”u”, x” E Loi5, U” E Ni, for some i,. Again this is possible 
only if x = x”, u = U”, i, = i,. Now u E N,, implies u = zw z E Li,i6, w E IV, for some 
i,. Note that y E Lili2, z E Li,ia and y = Z(WD). Hence i, = i, and WV =/i. It follows 
that y = u E Lili4. 
To show that i, = i, note that xy E LOi,Liliz and xy E L&,Ll,i, so Ni, = N;,. 1 
3. REAL-TIME LANGUAGES 
We now specialize the hierarchy of deterministic languages to the case of real-time 
languages. The following definition is quite natural. 
DEFINITION. For j> 1, let 9j be the family of languages accepted by real-time 
511/24/1-l 
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deterministic pushdown automata having at most j reachable accepting con- 
figurations. 
LEMMA 1. Forallj>O 
(i) 9j$ gj n At, 
(ii) G1 f7 AZ & <gj, 
(iii) ,5Fjq 9?j+, . 
Proof. The inclusion in (i) follows from the definition, and (ii) implies that it is 
proper. Part (iii) follows from a similar result about ~3~ [5]. 
To prove (ii) consider L = {a”b”d 1 n > m > 0). L E A, n A: E g, n At. Let M = 
(Q, C, r, 6, q,, , Z, , F) be a real-time DPDA accepting L, and suppose the number of 
reachable accepting configurations is finite. Then there is a bound I on the height of 
such configurations. Since M is real time, it can erase at most one symbol from the 
stack while reading a symbol from the input. Hence the height of a configuration c, 
reached from (q,,, Z,) after reading u”bm, n > m > 0 is bounded by I+ 1. The number 
of configurations of this height is at most n = 1 Q] . ]r]“’ (if ]r] > 1). Consider now 
the n + 1 contigurations ci, 0 < i ( n + 2, where (q,,, Z,) a”+2bi+ ci. Two of them 
must be identical, say c = ci = ci+,, 0 < i < n + 2, j > 0. So (qO, zO) ‘“w * c bl. 
c -% c,, where cf is an accepting configuration. It follows that for each k > 0, 
(40 7 zo> 
.n+lbi+‘od 
) cf, hence in particular u ” ‘bit zn’d E T,(M), which contradicts 
our assumption that M accepts L. It follows that L cannot be accepted by a real time 
DPDA having finitely many accepting configurations. 1 
Next we get a normal form for %pj DPDAs. 
LEMMA 2. L E sj if and only if L = T(M, (Z,.}) = T,(M) for some real-time 
DPDA M = (Q, C, I-, 6, qO, Z,, F) for which Z,E r and I FI <j. Moreover all the 
configurations (q, Z,) for q E F are reachable. 
Proof. Suppose L = T,(M’), M’ is a real time DPDA with j’ <j reachable 
accepting configurations. The height of these configurations is bounded by some 
t > 0. Now code t symbols into one to obtain a new DPDA M” such that L = T,(M). 
M” is real-time. 
Next we construct M that always has Z, on the bottom of the stack (the bottom of 
M”‘s stack is remembered in the state) and where the symbol on top of Zf encodes 
that fact. Any time M” is about to enter the ith accepting configuration M goes into 
state J (new state)---and exposes Z,. This simulation again preserves the real-time 
propefiy. I 
The following is an immediate corollary of Lemma 2, and the definitions 
THEOREM 3. 
A’: = u cgj and A$jX?,. 
j>O 
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We now sharpen the result of Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. For each k>j> 0 C5?k,G9j=.9j. 
ProoJ Clearly .9Pj E 9k n gj. Conversely let L E Sk n CGj. Then L = 
WK Lq> = TIW) f or some real-time DPDA M = (Q, JY, r, 6, qO, Z,, F), where 
Z, E r and ] FJ < k and where all configurations (q, Zf), q E F are reachable. Assume 
that among all DPDAs satisfying these conditions M has a smallest set of final 
states. 
If IFI <j then the result follows, so assume IFI > j. 
L E gj so rk(R;) <j. It follows that there are two states q,, q2 E F such that the 
configurations (q, , Zr> and (q2, Z,) are equivalent. A DPDA M’ may be constructed 
by “merging” these configurations so that M’ is real time, accepts L in the same way 
and has a smaller set of final states than M. This contradicts the minimality of 
IFI. 1 
A characterization of .9Yj now follows. 
THEOREM 4. For each j > 0 ifL E gj n At then either L E Sj or L E S’,, where 
Sf-=A;-A;. 
Proof. If L E gj and L E 9k then, by Lemma 3 L E sj. So that either L E Sj or 
it is in 9’k for no (finite) k. 1 
Another result characterizes the factorization of an 9j language. 
THEOREM 5. For each j> 1, L E 5Tj if and only if there exist real-time j-strict 
deterministic languages L,, L, ,..., Lj, where Li = (Li, ,..., Lij) for i = 0, l,..., j such 
that 
L= u LOil Lili2 * * * Lim-li,* 
m>l 
l<i, ,...,i,Ci 
Moreover, ifj is minimal then the L,‘s are unique. 
ProoJ The constructions used in the proof of Theorem 1 [5, Theorem 4.21 may 
be modified to preserve the real time property: 
Assume L E gj. Then, by Lemma 2, L = T(M, {Z,]) = T,(M) for some real time 
DPDA M=(Q,,?I,r,J,qO,Z,,F), Z,Er and F= {f,,f2 ,..., fi}. For i=O, l,..., j let 
Mi = (Q, z:, ru r’, a,, qo, Z,, F), where I-’ = {Z’ ] Z E r) is a copy of r (whose 
elements will only appear at the bottom of the stack). For all a E 2Y ai(qO, a, Z,) = 
(q, y’) if S(fi, a, Zf) (respectively 6(q0, a, Z,) for i = 0) is (q, y), where 
= z/p 
7’ = 
if y =Z,Zp, 
Y otherwise, 
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6i(q, U, Z) = 6(q, U, Z) for all q E Q, a E C, Z E I- such that (q, Z) # (fi, Zf) (respec- 
tively (qO, Z,) for i = 0). And for all q E Q, u E C, Z E r if S(q, u, Z) = (q’, y) then 
= (4’3 A) 
6i(qT a> z’) = cqt, y,p) 
if y=/l 
if y = Up, YE r. 
Let Lii,={wE~*/(qO,ZO) 
CLil 3*.*7 
2 (fit, A)}, for all 0 < i <j, 1 < i’ <j. Then Li = 
L,) is a real-time j-strict’deterministic language for i = 1, 2,...,j. lt can be 
seen that 
L= u LOi,Li,i, '*'Lim-li,* 
m>l 
I<i,....,i,<j 
Conversely, let L,, i = 0, I,..., j be real-time j-strict deterministic languages. Then 
there exist real-time DPDAs M,, M, ,..., Mj, where 
M, = (Qi> z> riY 6i3 9Oi5 zOi2 Fi), 
Pi = {fiI ,..., fij} for i = 0, l,..., j, and for all i, i’, 0 < i <j, 1 < i’ <j 
Without loss of generality we may assume Q,, f7 Qi, = 4, ri, n Tiz = $ for i, # i,. 
Also, Zoi always remains at the bottom of the stack in Mi and does not appear 
elsewhere in the stack. Define M = (Q, z;, r, 6, q,,, Z,, F), where Q = Uo<i<j Qi U 
{qo}, r= Uogi<jriU {Zo,Z~}, F= {qol, qo2,-.~ qoj} and 6 is defined as follows. For 
all a E EC, d(q,, , a, Z,) = (q, Z,y) if So(qoo, a, Zoo) = (q, 7). For all 9 E Qi, u E C, 
d(q, Uy Z,i)= (qoit,A) if ai(qy Uy Zoi)= (.&,,,A)* d(qoi,,Uy Zf)=di,(qoi,, UT Zoi,)* For 
all q E Q,., Z E ri, a E C, 6(q, u, Z) = di(q, a, Z). M is clearly real-time and it can be 
shown that T(M, {Z,}) = T,(M) = L, where 
L= u LOi,Li,i, *" Lim_,i,* 
m>l 
l<i,,...,i,<j 
Uniqueness, in the case where j is minimal, follows from Theorem 2. I 
We can now place a language in A; in its right place in the hierarchy. 
THEOREM 6. There is an algorithm that determines, for a given L E AT the value 
of the minimal j, L E Sj. 
Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, L = T(M, {Z,}) = T,(M), M = 
(Q, .E, r, S, qO, Z,, F), where Zr E r and 1 FI = k, so that all configurations (q, Zr>, 
q E F are reachable. k is not the required j if and only if (q,, Zf), (q2, Zf) are two 
equivalent configurations and ql, q2 E F. This can be determined for any such 
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ql, qz E F. The languages accepted starting in these two configurations, are (in the 
notation of Theorem 2) Nil, Ni2. They are equal if and only if Li, = Liz. To check this 
we must decide equivalence of Lili, titi for 1 < i < k. But this can be done [8] since 
Lili, Lili are real-time strict determunstic. If (ql, Zf)(q,, Z,) are indeed equivalent 
then we construct another real-time DPDA M’, with k - 1 final states, accepting the 
same language. The process is repeated until a DPDA with no pair of equivalent 
accepting configurations is found. 1 
The above result point to a possible decision procedure for the equivalence of 
languages in AT. But a much simpler procedure will follow from the next charac- 
terization. 
THEOREM 7. Let L 5 Z*, L E A,, and suppose V! 6? Z. Then L & E At $ and 
only if L E A:. 
Proof. If L E gj then L = T(A4, {Z,}) = T,(M) for some real-time DPDA M = 
(Q, JY, r, 6, qO, Z,, I;). Alter M by adding 6(q, d, Zf) = (qf, A) for all q E F, where qf 
is a new final state. The resulting real-time DPDA M’ accepts Ld by emptying its 
stack. 
Conversely, suppose L & E A:. Then LG? = T(M, {A }) for a real-time DPDA M = 
(Q, Z U {cr.? }, r, 6, qo, Z, , { qf} ). Define M’ = (Q, Z’, C 6’, q. , Z, , F), where 6’ = 
6 n Q x 2: x r and F = {q ( 6(q, c?, Z) = (qf, A) for some Z E r}. Clearly L = T,(M’) 
and hence L E A;. (We assume 6(qf, a, Z) = d for all a, Z.) 
COROLLARY. It is decidable whether two deterministic languages, one of which is 
in AT, are equivalent. 
Proof. Let L E A,,, L, E A:. Then L, c5 E A,, L, & E A:. The equivalence of 
these languages can be decided [8]. 1 
In [9,6] it is shown that one can decide, for a given L E A,, whether or not L E At. 
Using this result and Theorems 6, 7 we can strengthen Theorem 6 to deal with 
languages in A,. 
THEOREM 8. There is an algorithm that determines, for a given deterministic 
language L, the minimal j, L E 9j ifit exists, and yields a negative answer ifL & A:. 
ProoJ: Test L& for membership in At. If L r.5 E A; then L EAT and by 
Theorem 6 we can compute j. If L ~5 @A! then announce L 66 AT. 1 
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